We present numerical simulations of isothermal, magnetohydrodynamic (MHD), supersonic turbulence, designed to test various hypotheses frequently assumed in star formation (SF) theories. This study complements our previous one in the non-magnetic (HD) case. We consider three simulations, each with different values of its physical size, rms sonic Mach number M s , and Jeans parameter J, but so that all three have the same value of the virial parameter and conform with Larson's scaling relations. As in the non-magnetic case, we find that (1) no structures that are both subsonic and super-Jeans are produced; (2) that the fraction of small-scale super-Jeans structures increases when self-gravity is turned on, and the production of very dense cores by turbulence alone is very low. This implies that self-gravity is involved not only in the collapse of Jeans-unstable cores, but also in their formation. (3) We also find that denser regions tend to have a stronger velocity convergence, implying a net inwards flow towards the regions' centres. Contrary to the non-magnetic case, we find that the magnetic simulation with lowest values of M s and J (respectively, 5 and 2) does not produce any collapsing regions for over three simulation free-fall times, in spite of being both Jeans-unstable and magnetically supercritical. We attribute this result to the combined thermal and magnetic support. Next, we compare the results of our HD and MHD simulations with the predictions from the recent SF theories by Krumholz & McKee, Padoan & Nordlund, and Hennebelle & Chabrier, using expressions recently provided by Federrath & Klessen, which extend those theories to the magnetic case. In both the HD and MHD cases, we find that the theoretical predictions tend to be larger than the SFE ff measured in the simulations. In the MHD case, none of the theories captures the suppression of collapse at low values of J eff by the additional support from the magnetic field. We conclude that randomly driven isothermal turbulence may not correctly represent the flow within actual clouds, and that theories that assume this regime may be missing a fundamental aspect of the flow. Finally, we suggest that a more realistic regime may be that of hierarchical gravitational collapse.
INTRODUCTION
Theories of star formation (SF) necessarily rely on assumptions about the structure of the molecular clouds (MCs) where the stars form. One of the most common of such assumptions is that the observed supersonic linewidths observed within MCs constitute supersonic turbulence (Zuckerman & Evans 1974) , and that this turbu-‹ e-mail: ags@astro.unam.mx lence causes a net pressure that provides support against the clouds' self-gravity, maintaining them in approximate virial equilibrium (e.g., Larson 1981; Myers & Goodman 1988; Blitz 1993) . The notion of turbulent pressure as an agent of support against self-gravity was first introduced by Chandrasekhar (1951) and later the scale-dependence of the turbulent support was also considered (e.g., Bonazzola et al. 1987; Vázquez-Semadeni & Gazol 1995) .
It is important to note that, in order for the non-thermal motions to be able to provide support against self-gravity, the turbulent velocity field must be essentially random. This property is actually extremely difficult to measure observationally, because one normally has information about only one component of the vector velocity field (the one along the line of sight), and moreover one does not have information about the spatial structure of that component along the line of sight. Thus, most measurements of the velocity structure in MCs refer to the magnitude of the velocity, which in turn is most commonly interpreted in terms of the non-thermal kinetic energy in the clouds, and its relative importance in the clouds' virial balance, in particular in relation to the clouds' gravitational energy (e.g., Mac Low & Klessen 2004; McKee & Ostriker 2007 , and references therein). Statistical quantities, such as the kinetic energy spectrum in MCs (see, e.g., the review by Elmegreen & Scalo 2004) , give the distribution of the kinetic energy over the range of size scales present in the turbulent motions. However, this distribution is still obtained by averaging over the cloud's volume, so no spatial information on the velocity field structure is provided by it.
Studies of the radial velocity gradient (e.g. Goldsmith & Arquilla 1985; Goodman et al. 1993; Phillips 1999; Caselli et al. 2002; Rosolowsky 2007; Li et al. 2012 ) provide a crude approximation to the spatial structure of the radial component of the velocity field across MCs. It must be noted that such gradients are most often interpreted as rotation, although in principle they might equally be interpreted as shear, expansion, or contraction. In fact, Brunt (2003) has pointed out that a principal component analysis of the clouds is inconsistent with that expected for uniform rotation, and instead interprets the inferred principal components of the velocity dispersion as large-scale chaotic turbulence (see also Brunt et al. 2009 ). Moreover, the possibility that the clouds are undergoing global contraction has been advocated by various recent studies Heitsch & Hartmann 2008; Ballesteros-Paredes et al. 2011a,b) , in which case the gradients might be interpreted as the signature of this contraction. Thus, determination of the velocity field's topology in MCs is a very important challenge for our understanding of their structure.
Another universal notion concerning SF is that, in MCs and their substructure, there exists a linewidth-size relation of the form (Larson 1981) 
and it is widely believed that such scaling relation originates as a consequence of the existence of a turbulent cascade, which produces a kinetic energy spectrum of the form Epkq9k´n. Indeed, this form of the energy spectrum implies that the typical velocity difference across scales ℓ " 1{k is δv ℓ 9ℓ pn´1q{2 (see, e.g., Vázquez-Semadeni et al. 2000) . Thus, a spectral slope n " 5{3 directly implies δv ℓ 9ℓ
1{3 , close to the value κ « 0.38 initially observed by Larson (1981) , while n " 2 implies δv ℓ 9ℓ 1{2 , as determined by most later studies (see, e.g., the review by Blitz 1993 , and references therein). Larson (1981) also advanced a scaling relation between mean density and size, of the form
with λ "´1. Relations (1) and (2) are almost universally thought to be a manifestation of near virial equilibrium in the clouds, as originally proposed by Larson (1981) himself. However, the density-size relation has been questioned by a number of authors (e.g., Kegel 1989; Scalo 1990) , in particular as it may be the result of an observational selection effect. Moreover, Ballesteros-Paredes et al. (2011a) have recently pointed out that the linewidth-size relation is in general not universally verified, and that it might also be a consequence of the same selection effects. Indeed, highmass star-forming clumps typically exhibit larger linewidths for their size than those implied by the Larson (1981) relation (e.g., Caselli & Myers 1995; Plume et al. 1997; Shirley et al. 2003; Gibson et al. 2009; Wu et al. 2010 ). Yet, Ballesteros-Paredes et al. (2011a) showed that, when the massive cores have mass determinations independent from virial estimates, it is found that their linewidth, size, and column density follow the general relation found by Heyer et al. (2009) , namely
The latter authors interpreted this scaling as evidence of virial equilibrium in clouds without constant column density, although Ballesteros-Paredes et al. (2011a) noted that this may just as well be interpreted as evidence of free-fall in the clouds and their substructures. Within the context of the linewidth-size relation, equation (1), it is well known that such a relation implies that at some particular scale, termed the 'sonic scale' (λs), the turbulent velocity dispersion is equal, on average, to the sound speed in the medium. Thus, a number of authors (e.g., Padoan 1995; Vázquez-Semadeni et al. 2003; Krumholz & McKee 2005; Federrath et al. 2010 ) have assumed that stars form in cores that have sizes equal to or smaller than the sonic scale, if they contain more than one thermal Jeans mass, since in these cores the main support is thermal. In principle, such cores can proceed to collapse without significant turbulent support nor fragmentation. Clumps larger than this scale are assumed to be globally supported against their self-gravity by turbulence, since they exhibit scaling relations like relation (3), and thus are interpreted as being near virial equilibrium. Nevertheless, within the clumps, the turbulence is assumed to induce local compressions that constitute smaller scale clumps and cores. However, if MCs are in a global state of gravitational collapse, as proposed by Vázquez-Semadeni et al. (2007 ), Heitsch & Hartmann (2008) and Ballesteros-Paredes et al. (2011a) , then the observed linewidths may not reflect supporting turbulent motions, but rather the infall velocities themselves. In this case, the notion that the structures that collapse are the subsonic, super-Jeans cores may not apply.
In a previous paper , hereafter Paper I), we presented a numerical study designed to test the hypotheses mentioned above, using simulations of supersonic, isothermal, hydrodynamic driven turbulence. We considered three simulations with different physical box sizes, rms Mach numbers (Ms), and Jeans numbers (J " L{LJ, with L the numerical box size and LJ the Jeans length), but such that the ratio Ms{LJ remained constant, thus assuring that the boxes followed Larson-type scaling relations (Larson 1981) . We found, among other results, that (a) there appeared to exist a negative correlation between the mean density and the mean velocity divergence of iso-lated subregions in the flow, suggesting that the velocity field is not completely random in overdense regions, but is characterized by a net convergence (negative divergence) of the velocity. The fact that the flow within the clumps has a net negative divergence instead of being fully random implies that not all of the flow's kinetic energy is available for support against the self-gravity of the clump. (b) Clumps or subboxes of the numerical box with subsonic velocity tended to be Jeans stable, although significant gravitational collapse did occur in the simulations. This suggested that the main collapsing structures are large-scale, supersonic clumps, rather than small-scale, subsonic ones. (c) The SF efficiency per free-fall time of the various simulations, SFE ff , scaled with Ms roughly in agreement with the theoretical prediction by Krumholz & McKee (2005, hereafter KM05) , within the (relatively large) uncertainties.
Since the publication of Paper I, two new theories have appeared (Hennebelle & Chabrier 2011; Padoan & Nordlund 2011) , in addition to that by KM05, which attempt to describe the dependence of the star formation rate (SFR) on the main physical parameters of the clouds, namely the ratio of kinetic to gravitational energy, characterized by the virial parameter α (KM05), the rms turbulent Mach number Ms, the Alfvénic Mach number MA, and the ratio of solenoidal to compressive modes injected to the turbulence, measured by the so-called b-parameter (Federrath et al. 2008 ). All of those theories start from considering the fraction of the mass in a turbulent cloud above a certain critical density, as computed from the probability density function (PDF) of the density field, expected to have a lognormal form (Vázquez-Semadeni 1994; Padoan et al. 1997; Passot & Vázquez-Semadeni 1998) . The main difference between the theories resides mainly in how this 'star-forming fraction' is selected. Specifically, KM05 assumed that stars form from clumps that simultaneously satisfy the conditions of being subsonically turbulent (i.e. have sizes below the sonic scale) and of having a density large enough that their Jeans length is equal to or smaller than the sonic scale, as described above. Padoan & Nordlund (2011, hereafter PN11) further included magnetic support to compute the appropriate density cutoff, while Hennebelle & Chabrier (2011, hereafter HC11 ) took a scale-dependent 'turbulent support' into account, as well as the fact that material at different densities evolve on different time-scales, given by their corresponding free-fall times. A detailed review on how each theory determines this fraction is provided by Federrath & Klessen (2012, hereafter FK12) .
It can thus be seen that all three of these recent theories indeed rely on one of the fundamental assumptions discussed above, namely that the supersonic non-thermal motions constitute isotropic turbulence that, while locally inducing compressions that can become Jeans-unstable and collapse, globally produce a turbulent pressure that can oppose the clumps' self-gravity. Moreover, two of these theories (KM05 and PN11) rely on the assumption that simultaneously subsonic and super-Jeans cores play a fundamental role in the process of SF. Both of these assumptions were questioned, in the non-magnetic case, in Paper I. It is thus important to test whether these assumptions are verified, at least in numerical simulations designed for that purpose. It is worth pointing out that one theory not assuming turbulent support, but rather generalized gravitational collapse, has been presented by Zamora-Avilés et al. (2012) .
The assumption that the non-thermal motions in MCs consist of turbulence that can oppose self-gravity extends beyond theories for the SFR. In particular, theories for the mass spectrum of the clouds themselves as well as the dense cores within them have often relied on this assumption. For example, Hennebelle & Chabrier (2008) developed a theory for the stellar initial mass function (actually, for the core mass function in MCs) that relied on the competition between turbulent support and self-gravity, and, more recently, Hopkins (2012a Hopkins ( ,b, 2013 has combined this with an excursion-set formalism in order to obtain the mass function of gravitationally bound objects (with respect to thermal, turbulent and rotational support) both at large and small scales.
In this paper, we continue the study performed in Paper I, now in the magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) case, aimed at testing the hypotheses that the bulk motions in the clumps can provide support against self-gravity, and that clumps that are simultaneously subsonic and super-Jeans are produced by turbulent compressions. We also use our driventurbulence simulations to test the predictions of the various theories for the SFR. The plan of the paper is as follows: In Sec. 2, we discuss the control parameters for our numerical simulations and the cases we have considered. Next, in Sec. 2.2, we present the results from the simulations, and in Sec. 4, we discuss them in the context of previous results, including our non-magnetic ones, as well as their implications. Finally, in Sec. 5, we present a summary and some conclusions.
THE MODELS

Control parameters
Our simulations of supersonic, isothermal, magnetized, and self-gravitating turbulence may be described in terms of three dimensionless parameters, namely the rms turbulent Mach number Ms, the Jeans number J, and the massto-magnetic flux ratio (in units of its critical value), µ. In this paper, we employ the same normalization as in Vázquez-Semadeni et al. (2005) . The rms turbulent Mach number is given by Ms " vrms{cs, where vrms is the rms turbulent velocity dispersion and cs is the isothermal sound speed. The Jeans number is defined by J " L{LJ, where L is the numerical box size and
is the Jeans length at density ρ and isothermal sound speed cs. The magnetic flux φ is defined as
where A is a cross-sectional area across the region over which the flux is to be evaluated. The critical value of the massto-magnetic flux ratio for a cylindrical geometry is given by (Nakano & Nakamura 1978 )
This is the relevant criterion for our Cartesian simulations, since the column density is the same along all flux tubes in the initial conditions, as in a cylindrical configuration. A spherical criterion, such as that given by Shu (1992) , would apply for a configuration in which the column density is lower for flux tubes intersecting a spherical cloud near its poles.
It is important to note that collapsing clouds must have J ą 1 and µ ą 1, while clumps with J ą 1 and µ ă 1 are gravitationally bound but will only contract for a while, and then oscillate around a stable magnetostatic state ). Finally, structures with J ă 1 are Jeans-stable and must re-expand after being formed by a transient turbulent compression, regardless the value of µ.
Two other frequently used parameters for describing a magnetized plasma are the so-called 'plasma β' and the Alfvénic Mach number, MA " vrms{vA. The former is given by β " P th {Pmag, where P th " c 2 s ρ and Pmag " B 2 {8π. It can be easily shown that, for a cubic numerical box of size L, and for uniform initial density and magnetic fields, β is related to the normalized mass-to-flux ratio and the Jeans number by
where we have assumed that the critical mass-to-flux ratio is given by the cylindrical expression, equation (6) . Similarly, the Alfvénic Mach number is related to the nondimensional parameters by
This implies that all three of our simulations have MA « 1.03. Also, from equation (7), we see that the critical value of β (that is, the value of β that corresponds to µ " 1) is βcr " 2{pπ 2 J 2 q, and thus we have, in general,
In addition, we assume the same magnitude of the magnetic field in all our runs. This is motivated by the observation that the magnetic field strength is roughly independent of density for densities below " 10 3 cm´3, with magnitudes of a few tens of µG (see fig. 1 of Crutcher et al. 2010) .
A separate argument is the following. Consider the definition of the Alfven speed vA, that is,
which, in terms of the Alfvenic Mach number MA, reads
where ∆v is the three-dimensional velocity dispersion. Then, inserting the Larson relations (1) and (2), we see that B0, which is proportional to ρ ∆ 2 v " cst., should be taken constant in our constant-MA numerical simulations. 
Numerical simulations
As mentioned in Sec. 1, we consider a suite of three main numerical simulations of randomly driven, isothermal, selfgravitating, ideal MHD turbulence with different rms Mach numbers Ms and physical sizes L, chosen in such a way as to keep the ratio Ms{J constant. This implies that the mean density and rms Mach number of the simulations satisfy Larson's (1981) scaling relations with their physical size, so that the smaller ones can be considered to be a part of the larger ones. The simulations were performed with a resolution of 512 3 zones, using a total variation diminishing scheme (Kim et al. 1999) with periodic boundary conditions. The initial conditions in all simulations have uniform density and magnetic field strength. The turbulence is driven in Fourier space with a spectrum
where k pk " 2p2π{Lq is the energy-injection wavenumber. The driving in the main simulations is purely rotational (or 'solenoidal'), and a prescribed rate of energy injection is applied in order to approximately maintain the rms Mach number near a nominal value, which characterizes each run ( Fig. 1) . The restriction that the simulations satisfy Larson's (1981) relations means that each simulation's sonic Mach number must scale as Ms9L
1{2 and its mean density as xny9L´1. Specifically, we choose box sizes L " 1, 4, and 9 pc, and corresponding densities n " 2000, 500, and 222 cm´3. We choose a temperature T " 11.4 K, implying an isothermal sound speed of cs " 0.27 km s´1, and we set the turbulence driving as to produce rms Mach numbers Ms " 5, 10, and 15, respectively. The runs are respectively labelled Ms5J2, Ms10J4, and Ms15J6. Table 1 summarizes these parameters, together with the Jeans number J, and other physical quantities characterizing our runs, such as their mass M , Jeans length LJ, free-fall time t ff , the time at which gravity is turned on, tgrav, and their rms velocity dispersion, vrms. Note that, because the density-size relation implies a constant column density, all of our simulations have the same initial, uniform column density, of N " 6.2ˆ10
21 cm´2. In addition to these runs, three other runs were performed in order to test for convergence and for the effect of compressible, rather than solenoidal, driving. These all have a nominal rms Mach number Ms " 15 and Jeans number J " 6, so that they correspond to run Ms15J6. These runs had a 100% compressible forcing, and were performed at resolutions of 128 3 , 256 3 , and 512 3 . They are also indicated in Table 1 , with mnemonic names.
An important parameter of the simulations is the socalled virial parameter, α, defined as the ratio of twice the kinetic energy to the magnitude of the gravitational energy (Bertoldi & McKee 1992) and which, for a spherical geometry, reads:
The last equality gives α in terms of the nondimensional parameters J and Ms. For the nominal values of these parameters for our simulations, we see that all three of our simulations have a nominal value of α « 0.475.
1
The choice of magnetic parameters for our runs requires some further discussion. Observational results (e.g. Myers & Goodman 1988; Crutcher et al. 2010) suggest that the magnetic field strength is roughly independent of density for densities below " 10 3 cm´3, with magnitudes of a few tens of µG. We thus choose a constant magnetic field strength for all three simulations, since their mean densities are comparable to or below this threshold. Moreover, since the simulations all have the same initial column density, this choice implies that they all have the same mass-to-flux ratio (recall that, for uniform conditions and cylindrical geometry, M {φ " N {B). We thus choose the same initial uniform field strength, B " 30.3 µG for all three simulations, which implies that they have the same normalized mass-to-flux ratio, µ " 1.3.
RESULTS
Fraction of subsonic, super-Jeans structures
As in Paper I, we measure the fraction of structures in the simulations that are simultaneously subsonic and superJeans. We do this as a function of structure size because in the adopted isothermal regime, there is no inherent physical size scale for a given density enhancement, and its 'size' is a completely arbitrary, observer-defined quantity (for example, through a density-threshold criterion). Of course, larger structures will in general be more massive and, because they in general have density profiles that resemble BonnorEbert spheres Gómez et al. 2007 ), they will eventually appear more massive than the Jeans mass associated with their mean density. On the other hand, larger structures will tend to have larger velocity dispersions, as dictated by the fact that the turbulent kinetic energy spectrum in general decays with increasing wavenumber (i.e., the kinetic energy content decreases with decreasing size scale). Thus, sufficiently small structures should appear subsonic in general. The question is then whether, on average, there is a range of scales within a turbulent supersonic flow where the structures appear both subsonic and super-Jeans.
We consider two types of regions in the simulations: either cubic subboxes (or 'cells') of fixed sizes that fill up the numerical box, or dense clumps defined by a density threshold criterion. The subboxes are independent of the local density structure, and constitute just a subdivision of the numerical box, thus providing us with a very large statistical sample in the case of sizes significantly smaller than the numerical box. Also, they can have average densities larger or smaller than the mean density of the numerical simulation. We consider subboxes of sizes 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, and 128 grid zones per side.
On the other hand, the clumps are exclusively overdense regions, and their shapes are dictated by the local density structure. Thus, the sample of these structures contains much fewer elements than the subbox sample. As in Paper I, we then define the clumps' size as the cubic root of their volume V , assuming they are spherical, so that L " p3V {4πq
1{3 , and produce a logarithmic histogram with size bins of the form r2 n , 2 n`1 s∆x, for n " 1, . . .,6, where ∆x is the grid cell size. Finally, also following our procedure in Paper I, we identify both kinds of structures at two different times in each run: just before the gravity is turned on, at which the density distribution is only due to turbulent effects, and at a time around two global free-fall times after gravity is turned on, at which the density structure is influenced by both turbulence and gravity. Note that, when we speak of 'super-Jeans' structures at the times when self-gravity has not been turned on yet, we simply mean that their masses are larger than the corresponding Jeans mass at the structure's mean density and temperature.
Figs 2 and 3, respectively, show the fractions of sub-sonic (solid lines and triangles) and of super-Jeans structures (dotted lines and diamonds) for subboxes and clumps, as a function of their sizes. In both figures, the top panels present the results from run Ms5J2, the middle panels from run Ms10J4, and bottom panels from run Ms15J6. The results computed before (resp. after) self-gravity is turned on are shown in the left-hand (resp. right-hand) panels. In Fig. 1 , the fraction of subboxes is shown in logarithmic scale because the total number of subboxes is very large for the smallest sizes, and thus the subsonic and super-Jeans fractions can be very small. It is important to note that, similarly to the case of the non-magnetic simulations presented in Paper I, we have found no structures (either cells or cores) that are simultaneously subsonic and super-Jeans at any of the size scales we considered in this work. In Figs 2 and 3, when both the subsonic and the super-Jeans curves show non-zero values at a given scale, these correspond to different structures, that are either subsonic or super-Jeans, but no structure among the ones we sampled has both properties simultaneously.
In addition, no significant effect is observed in the fraction of subsonic structures at a given scale upon the inclusion of self-gravity. On the other hand, the fraction of super-Jeans structures as a function of scale exhibits a clear change after self-gravity is turned on. However, the effect is different for the subboxes and the clumps. For the former, the range of scales at which super-Jeans cells exist is stretched towards small scales when self-gravity is on. Instead, for clumps, no super-Jeans structures exist in the absence of self-gravity, and when it is included, super-Jeans clumps appear at large scales.
We conclude from this section that, similarly to the nonmagnetic case studied in Paper I, simultaneously subsonic and super-Jeans structures are uncommon also in driven, MHD supersonic, isothermal turbulent flows. We discuss some implications of these results in Sec. 4.
Velocity convergence
A second nearly universal assumption about the nonthermal motions in molecular clouds and their substructure is that they consist of random turbulence, which provides an isotropic, 'turbulent' pressure, in a similar manner to thermal motions and pressure. In Paper I, we tested this hypothesis by computing the mean divergence in subboxes of size equal to the physical size of the small-scale simulation within the largest scale simulation, and plotting it against the mean density of the regions. In that paper, we found that there exists a negative correlation between the mean divergence of the flow and the mean density of the subboxes, suggesting that, on average, overdense regions are characterized by a net convergence of the velocity field within them. Such a velocity field structure has a reduced capability of countering the self-gravity of the structures, and in fact may be caused by it. We now test whether this result persists in the MHD case.
As in Paper I, we subdivide the large-scale simulation, Ms15J6, into cells of size equal to that of run Ms5J2, and compute the mean density and mean divergence of the velocity field for each cell. The divergence is computed by dotting the Fourier transform of the velocity field with the corresponding wavevector k. Fig. 4 shows the two-dimensional histogram of the cells in the t´∇¨v, log nu space, at three different times during the simulation. The left and middle panels, respectively, show the histogram at t " 3 and 6 Myr, which, respectively, correspond to 1 and 2 t turb , where t turb " L{vrms " 3 Myr is the turbulent crossing time (see Table 1 ). Both of these correspond to times before self-gravity was turned on. The right-hand panel shows the histogram at t " 13.5 Myr, which corresponds to one free-fall time after gravity was turned on. The contours are drawn at levels 1/14, 1/7, 2/7,. . ., 6/7 of the maximum. We find in all cases that the contours show an elongated shape, and the straight solid lines show least-squares fits through the data points. The fitted slope has values of " 0.16˘0.033 at time t " 3 Myr, " 0.26˘0.035 at t " 6 Myr, and " 0.16˘0.33 at t " 13.5 Myr, with corresponding correlation coefficients 0.21, 0.31, and 0.22. The uncertainties reported are the 1σ errors of the fit. However, given the low correlation coefficients, and the fact that the earliest and latest distributions exhibit approximately the same slope, the slopes can be considered to be the same before and after turning self-gravity on, " 0.19, with the main difference being that the distribution of points in this diagram becomes more elongated in the presence of self-gravity, as evident from the larger extent to higher densities of the lowest contour in this case (right-hand panel of Fig. 4) .
Compared to our result from Paper I in the nonmagnetic case, in which we had found slopes ranging from 0.35 to 0.5, the present MHD simulations exhibit a weaker dependence of ∇¨v on n. One possible explanation for this would be that the magnetic field converts a larger fraction of the converging motions into vortical ones than do the pure hydrodynamical nonlinear interactions (Vázquez-Semadeni et al. 1996 Robertson & Goldreich 2012) . To test this possibility, in Fig.  5 we show the two-dimensional histograms in the ∇ˆv -xny space for the subboxes of run Ms15J6 in both the nonmagnetic case (left-hand panel, from Paper I) and in the magnetic case studied in this paper (right-hand panel). Contrary to the aforementioned expectation, it is seen that the range of ∇ˆv values is in fact similar in the magnetic and non-magnetic cases. This suggests that the decrease in the slope of the ∇¨v -xny correlation is not due to a more efficient transformation of compressive motions into rotational motions inside the dense regions in the presence of the magnetic field, but rather, simply to a stronger average opposition to the turbulent compressions due to the added pressure from the magnetic field (e.g., Molina et al. 2012) .
In any case, a net correlation is still observed between density and velocity convergence, supporting the result from Paper I that density enhancements in a turbulent flow must on average contain a net convergent component of the velocity field which, rather than opposing gravitational contraction, contributes to it, or is driven by it, even in the presence of a magnetic field of magnitude typical of molecular clouds. It is important to mention that we do not find any significant change in the distributions showed in Fig. 4 with the action of self-gravity, as can be seen by comparing the left and middle panels of Fig. 4 with the right one. In this figure, we plotted a line showing the density of simulation Ms5J2 and, similar to that in Paper I, we find that self-gravity appears to be necessary for the production of regions dense Figure 2 . Fraction of subsonic (triangles, solid lines) and super-Jeans (diamonds, dotted lines) subboxes (in logarithmic scale) for runs Ms5J2 (top panels), Ms10J4 (middle panels), and Ms15J6 (bottom panels), as a function of subbox size. The left-hand panels show the fractions shortly before the time tgrav when self-gravity is turned on. The right-hand panels show the fractions at approximately one free-fall time after tgrav . The fraction of subboxes that are both subsonic and super-Jeans is zero at all subbox sizes, and thus cannot be shown in this figure. enough as to fall on the same Larson density-size relation (same intercept) as their parent structure, while turbulence alone seems essentially incapable of doing it.
3.3 SF efficiency per free-fall time in constant-virial parameter structures
As in Paper I, we now use our numerical simulations to assess the dependence of the 'star formation efficiency per free-fall time', SFE ff , 2 on the turbulent rms Mach number. To measure SFE ff in our simulations, we compute the 2 Note that KM05 called this quantity the 'star formation rate per free-fall time', and this nomenclature has become common in the literature. However, this is actually somewhat misleading, since the SFE ff is obtained by integrating the SFR over a free-fall time and then dividing by the total mass, giving the fraction of the gas mass converted into stars over one free-fall time, thus being an efficiency, not a rate. At best, it can be considered an average SFR over a free-fall time, with mass normalized to the system mass. Thus, we prefer to call it the star formation efficiency per free-fall time.
evolution of the total mass in collapsed regions. Operationally, we define a collapsed region as a connected region with density above a threshold density n thr " 1000 n0, where n0 is the mean density, given in Table 1 for each one of the runs. As explained in Paper I, this is a sufficiently high density that it cannot be reached by turbulent compressions alone, and thus it has to be the result of a local gravitational collapse event.
3 It was shown in Paper I that using a threshold n thr " 500 n0 does not significantly alter the results.
3 Note that sink particles are not implemented in the version of the code used in this paper. Therefore, a gravitational collapse event simply leads to the accumulation of all the mass involved in it in a few grid cells. Also, this implies that the 'collapsed object', defined by n thr , does not have a strictly constant mass, because it can oscillate around its equilibrium state, and thus have a variable mass above n thr . Resolution is not a concern here, because we are only concerned with the total collapse mass, and not about how it is distributed into fragments, which would be the affected outcome of the collapse in the case of insufficient resolution (Truelove et al. 1997 ). Magnitude of the velocity curl versus mean density for subboxes of the large-scale simulation Ms15J6 in the non-magnetic case (left-hand panel; from Paper I) and in the magnetic case (right-hand panel; this paper). The range of ∇ˆv values is seen to be very similar in both cases, while the density range is seen to be significantly shorter in the magnetic case. Figure 6 . Fraction of mass accreted into collapsed objects as function of time in units of Myr (left-hand panel) and of the free-fall time t ff (right-hand panel) for the simulations Ms10J4 and Ms15J6. Run Ms5J2 is not shown in this figure because there is no accreted mass in this simulation. The average SFE ff is computed by fitting a least-squares line to the plot of accreted mass versus time in units of t ff . Fig. 6 shows the accreted mass fraction as function of time for runs Ms10J4 and Ms15J6, starting from the time at which gravity was turned on in each case. Run Ms5J2 is not shown in this figure because, contrary to the nonmagnetic case, no gravitational collapse occurs in this simulation. When the time is written in units of the simulation free-fall time, the slope of this curve gives SFE ff . In the right-hand panel of Fig. 6 , the dashed and dotted lines show least-squares fits to the evolution of the accreted mass for runs Ms15J6 and M10J4, respectively, with their slopes indicated. We observe that SFE ff " 0.002˘0.0003 for run Ms10J4 and SFE ff " 0.034˘0.004 for run Ms15J6, where the indicated uncertainties are the 1-σ errors of the linear fit, due to the noisiness of the accreted mass graphs and the scarcity of collapsed objects. These values are shown, as a function of the corresponding rms Mach number of the simulations, by the solid line and triangles in the right-hand panel of Fig. 7 . Note that SFE ff " 0 for run Ms5J2, and thus this run is off the plot.
As discussed in Sec. 2.2 and in Appendix A, FK12 have suggested that the virial parameter be measured directly from the simulation data, rather than from the global run parameters. Upon doing that, they obtained values of α up to an order of magnitude larger than the nominal, global ones. As discussed in the appendix, it is unclear to us how realistic these values are, and thus which one is a better choice but, as simple test, we show in the bottom panels of Fig. 7 the model predictions assuming α " 4.75, i.e., a value 10 times larger than the nominal one, to obtain a feel for the SFE ff predicted by the models in this case. It is seen that, for the non-magnetic case, the larger value of αvir implies somewhat smaller values of the SFE ff , ameliorating the discrepancy between the predicted and measured values of the SFE ff , although still the only model that captures the trend of SFE ff versus Ms (the multi-free-fall KM05 model) differs by nearly an order of magnitude from the simulation measurement. In the case of the PN11 and HC11 models, although agreeing in absolute value with the measurement of the SFE ff at low Ms, exhibit the opposite trend with Ms, and so they are off the measured value by nearly an or-der of magnitude at the highest value of Ms. On the other hand, in the magnetic case, the change in α introduces almost no variation in the model predictions for the SFE ff in the magnetic case, and the discrepancy with the simulation measurements remains.
Absence of collapse in run Ms5J2
As already mentioned above, no collapse occurred in run Ms5J2, in spite of it being both Jeans unstable, with a Jeans length equal to half the simulation box size, and magnetically supercritical, with a mass-to-flux ratio 1.3 times critical (cf. Table 1 ). This is illustrated in Fig. 8 , which shows the evolution of the maximum density in the three runs (top panels), and also for their non-magnetic counterparts from Paper I. It is seen that run Ms5J2 has not produced collapsed regions even after three and a half free-fall times, and that run Ms10J4 takes nearly two free-fall times to develop a collapse, while run Ms15J6 produces it immediately after self-gravity is turned on.
In order to understand this behaviour, we consider the combined effect of the two supporting agents, thermal pressure and magnetic field, in a virial balance calculation. As is well known, the virial equilibrium for a uniform-density spherical mass of radius R in hydrostatic equilibrium, supported by thermal pressure and the magnetic field, is (see, e.g., Shu 1992)
which leads to an equilibrium, 'magneto-thermal Jeans radius'
where we have used the isothermal equation of state P " c 2 s ρ, the definition of the Alfvén speed, equation (10), and the fact that β " 2pcs{vAq 2 . We then can see that the magneto-thermal Jeans radius is a factor f " rp3`1{βq{3s
1{2 times larger than the pure thermal value, which corresponds to β Ñ 8. In turn, we can thus define the magneto-thermal Jeans parameter J eff " J{f , which is given in the last column of Table 1 for the three runs. Specifically, it is 0.91, 0.95, and 1.02 for runs Ms5J2, Ms10J4, and Ms15J6, respectively. Thus, although the difference between the three cases is only " 10%, this parameter is indeed minimum for run Ms5J2, for which it appears that the global magnetic support is enough to prevent collapse at least over more than three simulation free-fall times. Correspondingly, at J eff « 0.95, magnetic support is able to delay the occurrence of collapse for nearly two free-fall times for run Ms10J4, while at J eff « 1.02 for run Ms15J6, magnetic support seems to already make essentially no difference with respect the non-magnetic case.
Effects of resolution and type of driving
The results discussed so far refer to simulations performed at a fixed resolution of 512 3 and with solenoidal driving, following the scheme used in Paper I. It is important, however, to test whether they are affected by the numerical resolution and whether they hold in the presence of compressible driving. In this section, we discuss the results from a few additional simulations designed to test this.
In Fig. 9 , we show the fraction of subsonic and of superJeans subboxes (cf. Fig. 2 ) in the numerical box for the compressible runs. Fig. 10 shows the corresponding result for the cores in these simulations. It is seen that at all three resolutions, the compressible runs also do not exhibit simultaneously subsonic and super-Jeans structures, neither subboxes of the simulation nor clumps selected as density enhancements above a certain density threshold. Thus, this result from the solenoidal simulations continues to hold when the forcing is fully compressible. Of course, we cannot rule out that, at higher resolution, such structures may appear, but we defer higher resolution simulations to a future study, and perhaps using an adaptive-mesh code. So, here we can only report that, up to our highest resolution, such structures do not appear, regardless of the compressibility of the driving applied. Fig. 11 shows the two-dimensional histograms of the cells in the t´∇¨v, log nu space for the three compressively driven runs, before (left-hand panels) and after (right-hand panels) having turned self-gravity on. While the correlations are poorly defined at the low resolutions, it can be seen that, for the highest resolution run Ms15J6C-512, the distribution is qualitatively very similar to that for the solenoidally driven run Ms15J6 (cf. Fig. 4 ). In particular, the fitted slopes for run Ms15J6C-512 are 0.16˘0.031 and 0.31˘0.034, with correlation coefficients 0.22 and 0.38, for the distributions before and after turning self-gravity on, respectively, thus spanning a very similar range to that observed in run Ms15J6. Moreover, the scatter in the distributions is also similar, so we conclude that this result is also independent of whether the driving is solenoidal or compressible.
Finally, Fig. 12 shows the mass accretion histories for the three compressible runs, and least-squares fits to them, with their associated slopes and uncertainties. Fig. 13 shows the predictions of the various SFR models assuming fully compressible driving (b " 1) and virial parameter α " 0.475 (middle) or α " 4.75 (right). As in the case for the solenoidal run Ms15J6, it is seen again that the models overpredict the SFE ff produced by our models, even when α is multiplied by a factor of 10, to mimic the larger values obtained directly by the simulations by FK12.
We conclude from this section that the nature of the driving (solenoidal or compressible) does not introduce any significant changes to our results. However, we cannot rule out that, at higher resolution, cores that are simultaneously subsonic and super-Jeans may appear. Top-left panels: SFE ff versus rms Mach number for the three non-magnetic simulations from Paper I (which used the same values of the parameters as the ones presented here, except for the absence of the magnetic field), and for the predictions from the theories by KM05, PN11, and HC11, in both their original as well as their 'multi-free-fall' modes (shown in bold lines and symbols), according to the expressions given by FK12 in the non-magnetic limit (β Ñ 8). The error bars in the values for the simulation data indicate 3σ errors. Top-right panels: same as the left-hand panel, but showing the results from the magnetic simulations Ms10J4 and Ms15J6, as well as the predictions from the six models, according to the extension to the magnetic case proposed by FK12. Run Ms5J2 in the magnetic case produced no collapsed objects, and is indicated by the line going off the plot down and to the left from the point for run Ms10J4. Bottom panels: same as the respective top panels, but showing the model predictions assuming a value of the α parameter 10 times larger than the nominal one, to consider the possible effect of measuring it directly from the simulation, as done by FK12.
DISCUSSION
Comparison with previous work
4.1.1 Absence of simultaneously subsonic and super-Jeans structures, and the turbulent driving
Our result that no simultaneously subsonic and super-Jeans regions (either arbitrary subboxes of the simulations or dense cores) seem to appear in the simulations is qualitatively identical to our non-magnetic results from Paper I. In that paper, we speculated that the presence of the magnetic field might allow for the formation of subsonic, super-Jeans structures because of the 'cushioning' effect of the magnetic field, which might reduce the velocity difference between the converging flows that form the clumps. However, the fact that the absence of these structures persists suggests that, perhaps, the cushioning simultaneously causes the clumps to attain lower peak densities, with both effects tending to cancel each other out. Figure 8 . Maximum density as function of time for the three magnetic simulations in this paper (top panels), and for their non-magnetic counterparts from Paper I (bottom panels). The left-hand panels show the time in Myr, while the right-hand panels show it in terms of the simulation free-fall time. The vertical lines show the time tgrav when self-gravity is turned on for each simulation, which is the same in units of the free-fall time for the three runs.
The absence of simultaneously subsonic and superJeans structures in our isothermal, driven-turbulence, magnetized simulations, in spite of their ubiquitous observed existence in actual molecular clouds, suggests that perhaps some other feature of our simulations is not sufficiently realistic. One possible candidate is the very nature of the velocity field in our simulations, which consists of randomly driven supersonic turbulence, in which the clumps are in fact the density fluctuations produced by the supersonic compressions in this turbulent regime, and the driving is applied at the largest scales in the numerical box. This continuousdriving setup is intended to model the turbulence driven into clouds and their substructure mostly by supernova explosions in the ambient ISM. Another important candidate is the isothermal effective equation of state, which is one of the assumptions we are testing, but which indeed may not be sufficiently realistic, since MCs may well contain a mixture of atomic and molecular gas phases (e.g., Li & Goldsmith 2003) .
Within this context, our three simulations, with their successively smaller physical scales, larger mean densities, and respective forcings applied at the largest scales available within each one, are intended to represent a hierarchy of nested turbulent density fluctuations. However, as already pointed out in Paper I, the equivalence between each run and a turbulent density fluctuation of the same size within a larger scale run is not perfect. While in each simulation the driving produces a zero net velocity divergence, Fig. 4 shows that this is not the case in high-density regions within run Ms15J6 that have the same size as run Ms5J2, as those regions tend to have, on average, a net velocity convergence. The same situation was encountered in Paper I. Moreover, it has recently been argued that the motions in numerical simulations of molecular cloud formation, even in the presence of stellar feedback, are dominated by hierarchical gravitational contraction (i.e. of collapses within collapses; Hoyle 1953; Field et al. 2008; Vázquez-Semadeni et al. 2009 ), rather than by random, isotropic turbulence, again suggesting that the motions in the clouds are not equivalent to the random, supersonic turbulent we use in the present simulations, in spite of it being a standard procedure (for a recent example, see Federrath & Klessen 2012). Moreover, there have been suggestions that this kind of simulations may produce cores that are systematically more dynamic than observed (André et al. 2009 ). In a future Figure 9 . Fraction of simultaneously subsonic (triangles, solid lines) and super-Jeans (diamonds, dotted lines) subboxes (in logarithmic scale) for the compressible-driving runs Ms15J6C-128 (top panels), Ms15J6C-256 (middle panels), and Ms15J6C-512 (bottom panels), as a function of the subbox size. The left-hand panels show the fractions shortly before the time tgrav when self-gravity is turned on. The right-hand panels show the fractions at approximately one free-fall time after tgrav . The fraction of subboxes that are both subsonic and super-Jeans is zero at all subbox sizes, and thus cannot be shown in this figure. study, we plan to search for such structures in numerical simulations of hierarchical, chaotic gravitational contraction and fragmentation (e.g., Vázquez-Semadeni et al. 2007 Heitsch & Hartmann 2008; Banerjee et al. 2009; Heitsch et al. 2009; Clark et al. 2012 ).
The star formation efficiency per free-fall time
The values of the SFE ff obtained in Sec. 3.3, including the absence of collapse in run Ms5J2, can be compared with the non-magnetic results from Paper I. The values of SFE ff we obtained, of 0.002 for run Ms10J4 and of 0.034 for Ms15J6, are significantly smaller than those obtained for the corresponding runs in Paper I for the non-magnetic case, which were " 0.11 and " 0.12, respectively. The SFE ff for the present simulations, as well as for the non-magnetic runs from Paper I, are plotted as a function of Ms in both panels of Fig. 7 .
The strong reduction in the SFE ff observed in the magnetic runs indicates that the presence of a moderately supercritical magnetic field is able to strongly reduce the SFE ff when the magneto-thermal Jeans parameter (cf. Sec. 3.4) is sufficiently small, in agreement with previous results (e.g., Passot et al. 1995; Ostriker et al. 1999; Vázquez-Semadeni et al. 2005; Nakamura & Li 2005; Price & Bate 2008; , 2013 . The most dramatic difference occurs in the case of run Ms5J2, which in the magnetic case did not produce any collapse, at least for over four free-fall times (cf. Fig. 8) . Instead, the corresponding non-magnetic run from Paper I had in fact the largest SFE ff of all runs in that paper. This implies that the combined thermal and magnetic support must be considered in order to determine the stability of a region since, as mentioned in Sec. 3.4, run M5J2 is diagnosed to be unstable by either the Jeans or the mass-to-flux criteria taken separately.
The SFE ff of our simulations can also be compared to the predictions from the theories by KM05, PN11, and HC11. A useful summary of the predictions from these theories, as well as simple extensions to the magnetic case, has been recently given by FK12. Specifically, the expressions for SFE ff as a function of the virial parameter α, the rms Mach number, Ms, the plasma beta, β, and the forcing parameter, b (which parametrizes the relative strength of compressible Figure 10 . Fraction of simultaneously subsonic (triangle, solid lines) and super-Jeans (diamonds, dotted lines) clumps in the compressively driven runs , as a function of clump sizes. The clumps are defined as connected regions above a certain density threshold. The ensemble of clumps was created by considering thresholds 32, 64, 128, and 256 times the mean density n 0 . The fraction of clumps that are both subsonic and super-Jeans is zero at all clump sizes considered.
and solenoidal forcing) according to the three theories and to the multi-free-fall variant of each one, are given in Table  1 and equations 4, 31, and 39 of FK12. The assumed values of various parameters are described in sec. 2.5 of that paper, and we use the best-fitting values given in their table 3.
Some other parameters are characteristic of our simulations. Specifically, we use the nominal values of Ms and β for each run as indicated in our Table 1 , while, as explained in Sec. 2.2, all of our runs have a nominal value of α « 0.475. Finally, since our main simulations use purely solenoidal forcing, we take b " 1{3 (Federrath et al. 2008) . It is important to note that FK12 warn that their proposed extension of the six theories to the magnetic case is applicable only for super-Alvénic flows, with MA 2. Since our simulations all have MA « 1, they are slightly outside of the applicability range, and thus, moderate deviations are to be expected.
The predictions from all three theories, in both their original and 'multi-free-fall' modes (a total of six theoretical models), according to the expressions provided by FK12, are also plotted in Fig. 7 , together with the values of the SFE ff derived from the simulations (cf. Sec. 3.3) . The left panel-hand shows the results for the six theories in the nonmagnetic (or 'hydro') case (β Ñ 8) and for the simulations from Paper I, while the right-hand panel shows the magnetic (or MHD) case, for the values of β corresponding to our runs (Table 1) . It is seen that, in general, both the magnitude of the SFE ff and its trend with Ms is missed by the theoretical predictions. In the non-magnetic case, only the HC11 theory, in both its original and multi-free-fall forms, matches the magnitude of the simulation SFE ff for Ms " 5, but not for Ms " 10 and 15, since it predicts an increasing trend with Ms, while the simulations exhibit a globally decreasing trend. This trend is only predicted by the original KM05 theory which, however, is off in magnitude by nearly an order of magnitude. All other theories, including the multi-free-fall KM05 one, exhibit increasing trends with Ms.
In the magnetic case, we see that none of the theories, as modified by FK12 to include magnetic pressure, match the results from the simulations, neither in absolute magnitude of the SFE ff nor in the trend with Ms. In particular, while our simulations show a strong trend towards collapse suppression at lower Ms with fixed α, the theoretical models all tend to remain at roughly constant SFE ff . This suggests that the procedure used by FK12 to include the magnetic field, consisting in simply substituting the sound speed by Figure 11 . Negative mean velocity divergence versus mean density for subboxes of the large-scale simulation with compressible forcing, Ms15J6C, at the three resolutions we considered. The left-hand panels show the two-dimensional histograms of the subboxes in this plane at time t " 6 Myr, before self-gravity is turned on, corresponding to 2 t turb after the start of the simulations (left-hand panel). The right-hand panels show the histogram at t " 13.5 Myr, corresponding to one free-fall time after gravity was turned on. The contours are drawn at increments of 1/7th of the maximum. The straight solid lines show least-squares fits through the data points. For the high-resolution run Ms15J6C-512, the fits have slopes 0.16˘0.031 (left-hand panel) and 0.31˘0.034 (right-hand panel), with correlation coefficients 0.22 and 0.38, respectively. The dashed vertical lines show the mean density of the small-scale simulation Ms5J2.
the sum in quadrature of the sound and the Alfvén speeds to determine the width of the density PDF and the effective Jeans length, does not capture the effect of the decrease of J eff at low Ms exhibited by our simulations.
This conclusion, however, cannot be considered as definitive since, as mentioned above, the Alvénic Mach number of our simulations, MA « 1, is slightly outside the range of applicability of the magnetically extended theories, as stated by FK12 (MA 2). However, it appears unlikely that a difference by a mere factor of 2 in the Alfvénic Mach number will change the behaviour in as drastic a manner as to go from complete collapse suppression to an independence of SFE ff from Ms, as shown in the right-hand panel of Fig. 7 . Moreover, note that the values we have chosen for our parameters attempt to mimic the values observed in real regions of the size scales represented by the simulations. If anything, it can be argued that the magnetic field strength is somewhat excessive in the case of the larger scale simulations (Ms10J4 and Ms15J6). However, the chosen magnetic field strength appears to be typical for a region of mean density n0 " 2000 cm´3 (see, e.g. Crutcher et al. 2010) , as is the case of run Ms5J2. Therefore, run Ms5J2 may be representative of real regions with the same physical conditions, even if it does not fall on the range of the applicability of the magnetically extended theories. In any case, further testing appears necessary in order to more precisely attest the accuracy of the theoretical models and their range of applicability.
Implications
Our results have important implications for our understanding of the role of turbulence in the support of, and regulation of SF in, molecular clouds. Our simulations have been set up to represent clouds obeying Larson's (1981) linewidth-size and density-size scaling relations, so that all three of them have the same value of the virial parameter α, and with the kinetic energy corresponding mostly to turbulent motions that counteract the cloud's self gravity. For such a sequence of clouds, Krumholz & Tan (2007) have argued that, for a variety of molecular objects, the SFE ff is approximately constant, at a value SFE ff " 2%, independently of density, and thus, for clouds obeying both of equations (1) and (2), independently of Mach number as well. Note, however, that this conclusion by Krumholz & Tan (2007) is inconsistent with equation 30 of KM05, which is a fit to the numerical results from their theory and predicts, at constant α, a scaling SFE ff 9M´0
.32 s , as also pointed out in section 3.2 of Elmegreen (2007) .
In Paper I, we showed that our non-magnetic simulations were marginally consistent, within their uncertainties, with the SFE ff " M´0
.32 s dependence given by KM05. However, our magnetic simulations from this paper suggest that this dependence is strongly modified upon the introduction of a constant magnetic field strength, and in a way that does not agree with KM12's extension of the KM05 theory to the magnetic case, nor with the other two theories, in neither of their variants. This disagreement may be attributed to the fact that the Alfvénic Mach number of our simulations (« 1 in all three runs) does not fall in the range where the ex-tension to the magnetic case proposed by FK12 applies. On the other hand, since the required increment in our values of MA to fall in the applicability range is of only a factor of a few, it does not appear likely that the drastic observed discrepancy can be attributed to this.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have presented numerical simulations of randomly driven, supersonic, magnetized, and isothermal turbulent flows, commonly believed to represent the flow within molecular clouds. Our simulations are the magnetized counterparts of the simulations presented in Paper I, and have allowed us, among other things, to determine whether, and to what extent, the conclusions reached in that paper extend to the magnetized case. Our main conclusions are as follows.
‚ We have used numerical simulations of continuously driven, isothermal turbulence as a sort of 'reductio ad absurdum' test of these hypotheses, showing that they lead to results that are inconsistent with the hypotheses. In particular, using random turbulent driving in a box causes the clumps to have a non-random flow, but rather having a net convergent component, so that the clumps cannot be modelled by a simple rescaled box with random driving.
‚ As in Paper I, we do not find any simultaneously subsonic and super-Jeans structures (neither regular subboxes of the numerical box nor dense clumps) in our simulations. In Paper I, we argued that perhaps our failure there to find such structures was due to the neglect of the magnetic field there, but the fact that we do not find them even in the magnetized case strongly suggests that they form only very rarely, if at all, in the kind of flows that we have simulated here, i.e., continuously and randomly driven, strongly supersonic, isothermal turbulent flow. On the other hand, since such structures are routinely observed in real molecular clouds (see, e.g. Goodman et al. 1998; Caselli et al. 2002; André et al. 2009 ), our result suggests that this type of flow may not be representative of the flow within molecular clouds. A viable alternative is the type of hierarchical, chaotic gravitational fragmentation, consisting of collapses within collapses, and seeded by turbulence, that has been discussed in other studies (e.g. Clark & Bonnell 2005; Vázquez-Semadeni et al. 2009; Heitsch et al. 2009; Ballesteros-Paredes et al. 2011a) , to which we plan to apply the same tests in a future study. Another viable alternative is that, rather than being isothermal, the flow in MCs may be thermally bistable, containing a mixture of atomic and molecular gas that may aid in the formation of these structures.
‚ Also as in Paper I, we have found that the turbulent density enhancements ('clumps') tend to have a net negative velocity divergence, although the typical magnitude of the convergence at a given overdensity is decreased with respect to the non-magnetic case. Nevertheless, the fact that this result persists indicates that a turbulent box with totally random turbulent velocity field (thus with a zero mean divergence) is not an exact match for the type of flow that develops inside the clumps, which contain a non-zero net velocity convergence.
A crucial implication of the presence of a net convergent component in the non-thermal motion within the clumps is that the energy contained in these motions is not available for support against gravity, a fact which needs to be accounted for in theories relying on this support. ‚ Contrary to its non-magnetic counterpart in Paper I, which had the highest SFE ff , run Ms5J2 did not produce any collapsing objects over more than four global free-fall times. We attributed this result to the fact that this run had the lowest value of the magneto-thermal Jeans parameter, J eff , among our simulations. Instead, run Ms15J6, which only had a value J eff " 12% larger than run Ms5J2, did not exhibit any delay in its development of collapsing regions compared to the non-magnetic case. Therefore, it appears that the transition from total to non-existent inhibition of the collapse is a very sharp function of this parameter. Of course, we cannot rule out the possibility that collapse will occur in run Ms5J2 after a sufficiently long time, but in any case, it can be concluded that the inhibition of gravitational collapse by the combined effect of thermal pressure and the magnetic field for this run is very strong.
‚ We compared the dependence of the SFE ff in our simulations (measured as the slope of the collapsed mass versus time in units of the free-fall time) on the turbulent Mach number Ms against the predictions of the theories by KM05, PN11, and HC11, in both their original form, and as modified by FK12 to include the magnetic pressure (thus forming a set of six theoretical models in total). We compared our results against the analytic expressions provided by FK12 for each of the six models, finding that in general they fail to reproduce both the absolute magnitudes of the SFE ff we obtain, as well as the trend with Ms, in both the magnetic and non-magnetic cases. In particular, the suppression of collapse in run Ms5J2 is missed by all magnetic models.
‚ The failure of the theories in the magnetic case may be explained because the Alvénic Mach number of our simulations, MA « 1, is too small by at least a factor of 2 to fall in the range where FK12 suggest their implementation of the effects of the magnetic field into the theories should apply. However, since the discrepancy between the predictions of the theories and the results of our simulations are large even at the qualitative level (complete suppression of collapse in the smallest, densest simulation), it is possible that the failure is an indication of a deeper problem with the theories.
‚ We suggest instead that the observed discrepancies in the magnitude of SFE ff and its dependence on Ms originate from the fact that the assumptions of the theories are not verified in the flow realized in the simulations. First, the velocity field in subregions of the simulation is not a scaleddown version of the flow implemented in the simulations as a whole: while the latter is a fully random turbulent flow with zero net convergence, in subregions of the numerical boxes, the flow naturally develops, on average, a globally converging topology. This contradicts the assumption in the HC11 theory that, at each scale, turbulence provides additional support against collapse, since the converging component of the flow we have observed implies that at least a fraction of the kinetic energy collaborates with the collapse, rather than impeding it. Secondly, the KM05 and PN11 theories assume that the collapsing objects are clumps that are simultaneously subsonic and super-Jeans, while our simulations suggest that this is not the dominant collapse mechanism.
In conclusion, our results seem to cast doubt on the premises of the current SF theories and on simulations of randomly driven turbulence as accurate representations of the physical conditions in molecular clouds and their clumps. The fact that the motions in the clumps have a net convergent nature implies that, far from providing support against gravity, they will collaborate with it. Of course, as noted in Paper I, our analysis cannot discriminate between the convergent motions being produced by turbulence or gravity, and in reality it is likely that both agents contribute. In the near future, we plan to apply similar tests to a different kind of flow, suggested by numerical simulations of the formation and evolution of entire giant molecular clouds, in which the regime that develops seems to be dominated by gravity at all scales, and evolves through hierarchical, chaotic gravitational fragmentation.
presence of strong local density enhancements. Nevertheless, this is indeed more representative of the actual gravitational potential in the simulations, due to the modified form of the Poisson equation.
As a compromise, in the body of the paper, we compute the α parameter from the global parameters, but also show the predictions from the models when α is multiplied by a factor of 10, which is the maximum typical enhancement found by FK12, in order to obtain an estimate of the modification that can be expected to occur in the model predictions due to the computation of α directly from the simulations. In general, we find that the modifications are very small.
